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It is still winter, but the sailors are having a

good time at Harrison Pond every Sunday

morning, There is the odd power boat out as well.

Bring your boat down Sunday mornings and

maybe we can throw some buoys in the water and

sharpen our steering skills.

Our entertainment this month is a swap and

shop. Next month there will be demonstrations of

installing motors and shafts in models. If you have

questions, this will be the time to ask. If you have

done this many times, you may have answers.

A housekeeping reminder is that executive

has a fiduciary responsibility to the membership

by law. Expenditures must be approved by

executive in advance.

Finally, please renew your membership

now. See you at the pond.

Ron

2020 Executive Committee

President: Ron Hillsden 4795760
VicePres: Dave Nelson 8121942
Secretary: Elgin Smith 3840574
Treasurer: Mike Creasy 8884860
Director @ Large: Ken Lockley 4775830
Binnacle Editor: Edward White 3856068
Quartermaster: Vacant
City Liaison: Mike Claxton 4796367
Membership: Bev Andrews 4792761

All above area code (250)

ON THE RADAR

Upcoming Events

Swap and Shop at this Thursday's general
meeting. 7:30 at St. Peter's.
Demonstration of motor and shaft installation
next month. March 12th,

Meetings: Second Thursday 7:309:30
St. Peter's Anglican Church, Lakehill

3939 St. Peter's Road
Upcoming meeting: February 13th.

Sundays 911
Harrison Model Yacht Pond (HMYP)
Dallas Road at Government Street

LANGFORD LAKE
Wednesdays 9:30
Langford Lake, Leigh Rd. at Trillium
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Club Records

"Hello from Dave North, I am the member who was requested to develop two separate

databases. The first one which is well underway includes the club's assets, things like club boats,

trophies, equipment (things like PA systems, ponds and liners, pumps) and other assets the club

either owns outright or has contributed to.

This first database is a public record available to the club membership and is designed to track

the assets the club owns and their locations.

The second database is more private in nature and will include records including pictures and

details of club member's collections.

Listing in this database will be at the member's discretion and choice. I have received some

pictures from several members of their boats and will be placing these in this second database which

will not be public. I encourage members to send me pictures and details and pictures for this

database if you want to be included in this database. I also offer to take pictures for you if you need

this.

I can be reached by phone at (250) 5955772 or by email at northd@telus.net."



January Show and Tell

Terry Girard showing a model Seadoo with all parts

3D printed.

Arnold with a very beautiful old Billings

"Polar" he is putting up for silent auction.
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Battle of the Atlantic Part 5

Edward White

In this part of the series, I want to explore the way the battle was influenced by the changing

tactics and technology that both sides deployed.

Location, Location, Location.

The most fundamental problem that both sides faced was how to find each other.

Let's start with the Uboat. In a type 7 Uboat on the surface the top of the conning tower is

about 4.9 metres above the water surface. A lookout sees the horizon at about 4.3 nautical miles. On

a loaded Canadian Fort class merchantman, a lookout on top of the bridge has his eyes about 11

metres above the water, giving a horizon of 6.4 nautical miles.

So in perfect conditions the two lookouts first see each other at 10.7 nautical miles.

A typical WW2 convoy would be 5.5 nautical miles wide. So for a screen of Uboats to have a

decent chance of locating a convoy, they should be no more than 27 nautical miles apart. But in the

North Atlantic, conditions are rarely perfect!

From the Southern tip of Greenland to the equator is 3600 nautical miles. To cover that, you

would need a screen of 133 Uboats. Which makes it clear why Doenitz said he needed a total of 300

Uboats to keep 100 on station in midAtlantic and thus win the war. But he didn't get those till August

1942. And by then, life for the Uboats was far more difficult.

In 1938, Germany had a unique aircraft, the FockeWulf 200 Condor.

It was unique in that it was the first landbased airliner to be capable of

flying across the Atlantic. Long distance flights at that time were almost all

by seaplane. The Japanese Navy requested a military version for ocean

search and patrol so a military version was put into production, and these

aircraft were taken over by the Luftwaffe as the war began. Fitted with a

ventral bomb bay, and operating from bases in Western France after the fall

of France, these aircraft could patrol the midAtlantic as reconnaisance

bombers, and were central to Doenitz's Wolf pack strategy. With the

Condor to locate convoys and track their routes, the Wolf Packs could

assemble and intercept them. So valuable were they in this role that they

were ordered to suspend their own successful attacks on shipping to

reduce the risk of Condors being lost and, presumably, to replace bombs

with fuel for longer patrols.
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Churchill called the Condor "the scourge of the Atlantic", and bombing attacks by the RAF on

the Condor airbases in France had as great a priority as those on the Uboat pens.

The earliest, rather desperate, counter to the

Condors was the CAM ship. A total of 35

merchantmen were fitted with an aircraft catapult on

the bow, and modified Hawker Hurricane aircraft

could be launched to go after the Condors. The

Hurricane was essentially expendable, the pilot

having to ditch in the sea close to an Allied ship for

pickup unless he could reach land. These operated

from August 1941 till July 1943, when more escort carriers became available. There were nine actual

combat launches, in which four Condors were shot down, and two chased off. Four Heinkel He 111s

and a Junkers Ju 88 were also destroyed. Without doubt they were an effective deterrent to the

Condors' activities, and an amazing success in the circumstances. The last combat launches were

on 28th July 1943 from convoy SL 133. The Empire Darwin launched FO J A Stewart and the Empire

Tide launched FO P J R Flynn. Two Condors were shot down and both pilots recovered by escorts.

Specially worth mentioning is SS Empire Morn, who launched FO JB Kendal on the 26th April

1942. Kendal shot down the Junkers Ju 88 and also chased off a Blohm & Voss BV 138, but died from

injuries received while bailing out. Empire Morn also launched FO A H Burr on the 18th. September

1942, and he took out two Heinkels before he flew to land at the Russian aerodrome Keg Ostrov.

This convoy was PQ 18, and its story on Wikipedia is epic. Both sides had information from the other

through codebreaking and prepared for battle accordingly. And battle it was!

Which takes me to the next part of the location story I want to tell about.

When Churchill made his famous speech "We shall fight them on the beaches....in the

fields.....etc." He missed out ... on the blackboards... in notebooks... with pencils... and soldering

irons... .

The organization of the convoys and their escorts, and that of the Uboats and reconnaisance

aircraft, necessitated a huge volume of radio traffic on both sides.

In Britain, codebreaking was centred on Bletchley Park, and the stories are very well known. In

Germany, each branch of the armed services had its own codebreaking service, and information was

not necessarily well shared. The most famous of the German services was B Dienst, a branch of

German Naval Intelligence devoted to both encoding German naval messages and deciphering Allied

codes.

While I have been reading up on the story I have realized that there are two factors at work in

codebreaking. Firstly can you break the code at all? Secondly, and equally important, can you read

the code fast enough for the information to be still useful? And the second part is hugely affected by

volume. With a limited number of people capable of deciphering code, can you keep up?
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So B Dienst, by February 1942, could break British Naval Cypher No. 3, which was used for all

naval traffic between Britain and North America, including the Atlantic convoy organization. But while

the Germans could read 80 % of the total traffic between then and July 1943, only about 10 % was

read soon enough to be acted on. Hence, although the British Admiraly knew that no 3 was

compromised by August 1942, it wasn't till June 1943 that No. 3 was withdrawn. The scale of the

problem was huge, by the end of 1943 B Dienst was intercepting around 8500 messages every day.

With only around 200 people available to do the work of extracting meaning from that huge jumble, 6

minutes for each message isn't going to be enough.

On the British side, that's why Alan Turing was designing and

building a computer to speed up the work.

Bletchley Park was a much bigger operation than B Dienst. In fact

more than 10,000 people spent some time working for the Bletchley

Park operation during the war. In 1945 75% of those staff were women.

Bletchley Park's success in their struggle to keep up with the German Enigma machines is so

well known than I don't propose to repeat it here.

But here's an irony that I came across. That very success was used for the Admiralty to send

out, encoded in Naval Cypher 3, a daily Uboat disposition report so convoys and escorts could plan

or change their routes. But the fact that it was a routine message with information largely already

known to B Dienst in a standard format, enabled B Dienst to decode it quickly and make much more

informed guesses as to where and when the next convoy would go. Then a screen of 20 Uboats

could be set up with a very good chance of intercepting. This was the basis of some very destructive

convoy battles at the end of 1942 and the beginning of 1943.

The British and Allied location problem was very different. They knew that the Uboats were

trying hard to come to them. So they needed to locate a concentration of Uboats in order to avoid it,

or, if that failed, to locate Uboats accurately at close quarters in order for the escorts to attack them.

Three developing technologies were crucial, HuffDuff, ASDIC, and Radar.

HuffDuff was high frequency direction finding, and relied on detecting

the enemy's own radio transmissions. Both sides knew about it and had

directional receiving aerials that could give them a bearing on a radio

transmission. But initially they needed a signal to last long enough for a radio

operator to turn his aerial to the position of maximum signal strength. Two

ships a few miles apart could then triangulate the position exactly. But if the

Uboat kept any transmission down to a couple of seconds, they were

reasonably safe.

The British, however, developed an aerial array and an oscilloscope

display with a crossed pair of conventional and fixed directional aerials that
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instantly produced an accurate bearing on the signal. This was relatively cheap and simple to deploy

and operate and a destroyer could just run down the bearing to force the submarine to dive or locate it

with radar and attack. With two escorts equipped the convoy commander got an accurate position

and had all kinds of options. A submarine on the surface that had spotted a convoy, (less than 11

nautical miles away), waited long enough to establish the convoy's course, and transmitted a wireless

message had only minutes to dive and evade before the 35 knot River class destroyer was in range.

It is believed that huffduff played a part in a quarter of all Uboat sinkings.

ASDIC is a Canadian story. (Well, a little bit.) Canadian physicist Robert William Boyle worked

with British physicist A B Wood from 1916 on active sound detection systems, producing a prototype

in mid 1917. But it was first tested around 1920 under almost ideal sea and weather conditions and

little was done between the wars to address its limitations. It is ineffective at high speed, the escorts

own wake and noise drowning the signal. It is easily fooled by underwater disturbances, schools of

fish, sharp temperature gradients, surface conditions in high waves, etc.

At the beginning of WW2 it was believed to be an answer to the

submarine threat. But set up in ships so that it had a narrow beam that

had to be turned by the operator, had no ability to look down or

establish the depth of a target, and depended, as a weapons system,

on depth charges rolled off the vessel stern while the ship was blind as

to the sub's movements. British depth charges had a maximum depth

setting of 350 feet while the Uboat could dive to more than 600 feet,

and they would have to be within 20 feet of the submarine when they

exploded to be sure of disabling or destroying it. After a depth charge explosion the water would be

so disturbed for several minutes that ASDIC could not regain

contact.

By the end of 1942, escorts were being fitted with the

"Hedgehog" antisubmarine mortar system, which threw contact

fused bombs ahead of the escort while the sub was still in the

ASDIC beam, newer ASDIC sets included the ability to get a

vertical bearing, thus a depth. This raised the success rate of

attacks on submerged Uboats from less than 2 in 100 to 17.5 in

100.

Radar was in its infancy when WW2 started, and especially the sets supplied to Canadian

escort vessels were primitive and obsolete. Radar's ability to detect objects depends both on its

power and the frequency of the transmission (a radar signal with a two metre wavelength cannot

detect anything significantly smaller than two metres,) and at the beginning of the war there was no

ability to produce high power at microwave frequencies. The crucial

development came from the University of Birmingham, UK early in

1940. There John Randall and Harry Boot improved the existing

technology of the magnetron, to produce a valve that could produce

pulses of 10 kilowatt power at a wavelength of 10 centimetres.

Immediately it was realized that this valve would be small enough to put

radar into aircraft, with the huge distances to the horizon that a plane's
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height gives, as well as to make radar into a portable technology in surface vehicles of all kinds. At 10

cm wavelength, a submarine periscope can be detected. Churchill directed that the development be

shared with the United States in return for access to American industry to make it. This was done as

the most important part of the Tizard Mission in June 1940. Bell Telephone labs took on the

production of cavity magnetrons and produced the first 30 in October 1940, and over a million by the

end of the war. That one original magnetron has been described in the US as "the most valuable

cargo ever brought to our shores".

When these new radar sets reached the escort fleets, Uboats could be detected at night and

in fog or poor visibility of any kind, even from just their periscopes, within the limit of the horizon that

the height of the radar dictated. For a slow, 7 knot, convoy running directly at a surfaced submarine,

detection would be at a range of 11 nautical miles, and if the submarine dived to attack with

torpedoes, the escorts would have some 40 minutes to get to the submarine before it could be in

range to launch one.

Even more significantly, an aircraft so equipped could detect a surfaced submarine up to 100

miles away.

Along with the improved radar, aircraft could be equipped with another

simple but amazingly effective development. This was the Leigh light, a

poweful searchlight mounted underwing. At night, a submarine running on the

surface to recharge batteries would not hear an aircraft over the diesel

engines. The aircraft, detecting the sub on radar, would run in and switch on

the Leigh light less than a mile from the sub. 25 seconds later they would be

over the sub and bombs or depth charges would be dropping. In the Bay of

Biscay, Wellington and Liberator bombers could now make run into and out of

their pens really dangerous for the Uboats. The first kill with the Leigh light

was U502 on July 5th. 1942.

The other factor on the allied side was the increasing efficiency of the escorts as the crews

learned under fire, especially in the case of the Canadian "Prairie boys".

Next time I'll be looking at the climax of the battle, late 1942 and early 1943.
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The Victoria Model Shipbuilding Society is a
nonprofit club, open to all, established in

1978 under the Societies Act of B.C.

Suppliers and Contacts Page.

I intend to use this page as a list of suppliers and other useful contacts that I or anyone else in

the club finds and lets me know. All contributions will be gratefully received. Just a means of contact

and a very brief description of why they are useful.

Suppliers.

* Hobbyking. hobbyking.com Big webbased hobby supplier, low prices

*Cornwall Model Boats. cornwallmodelboats.com. Not cheap, but brilliant for specialty parts.

* MicroMark . micromark.com. Good for modelling tools .

*Modelers Central. modelerscentral.com. US supplier and great web site with all kinds of

resources. See their blog for lots of useful information.

Clubs

* Burnaby Association of Marine Modellers, BAMM. bammrc.com. Neighbouring club in

Vancouver Burnaby Central Park.

*

Help me fill this out by sending me your favourites. Edward  edwud72@gmail.com.


